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The Eurhonet CSR Award 2017

The aim of this initiative is to collect, recognise and celebrate good 
CSR practices that Eurhonet members put in place in their day-to-
day work and share them within our network. 

✓ Local social sustainability;
✓ Environmental sustainability; 
✓ Good governance and fair relations with stakeholders, and 
✓ Responsible human resources management
✓ Responsible human resources management.



13 Proposals submitted:
Local Social Sustainability
Welcome to the future Bostadsbolagets Sweden

Portalen Hyrebostäder Sweden
Propellern Mimer Sweden
The Human Behind the Uniform Obo Sweden
Effective Coordination of Safety Obo Sweden

You’re a CHAMP Poplar Harca UK

Christmas and lights on Brantingstorg Uppsalahem Sweden
Les copines au foot Vosgelis France

Environmental Sustainability

YouSuAL Stångåstaden Sweden
Vivez l'éco-logis Vosgelis France

Good governance and fair relations with stakeholders
Supportive CoHousing ATC Piemonte Centrale Italy

Responsible human resources management 
Communication for Everyone Stångåstaden Sweden
Le jardin de Vosgelis Vosgelis France



Cecilia Svedin OBO

Nazmul Ahmed Poplar Harca

Sharmineh Kakoulidis Stångåstaden

Armin Prader IPES Bolzano

4 Jury Members:



5 Criterias:

➢Innovation

➢Results

➢Stakeholders involvement

➢Inspiration

➢Sustainability

Score 1-5 (5 is the highest/best)



3rd place ex æquo 
The project in 3rd place ex æquo is supporting the education and
knowledge on eco-gestures of residents of social housing areas
and the general public to reduce their energy bills by working
through an educational apartment in the heart of a
disadvantaged neighborhood.

In collaboration with partners the three main aims were:

 to control and reduce energy consumption,

 fight against social isolation, and

 support tenants in employment training. 



The 3rd place ex æquo goes to…. 



Vivez l’éco-logis! Vosgelis (France)



3rd place ex æquo 
The project in 3rd place ex æquo is supporting social
sustainability and giving people a sense of belonging and
integration in the society by getting them into work or through
self-funded studies.

More than 1200 individuals have been participated in activities
since 2011. The long term results are positive local effects on
integration, minimizing risk of social unrest and criminality in the
neighborhoods as well as sustainability for the housing company
in terms of reduced costs in maintenance and rising value of the
housing stock.



The 3rd place ex æquo goes to…. 



Portalen, Hyresbostäder (Sweden)



2nd place
The project in 2nd place seeks to create security without
adding more locks, alarms and fences. The great innovation in
this project is the concept of creating security by educating and
building relationships between young people and participating
organisations and agencies in order to create a dialogue while
at the same time build confidence and trust.

The young participants act as ambassadors after finishing the
education and the effects has yielded results where the police
reports that more young people are making contact with them
instead of showing a negative attitude.



The 2nd place goes to… 



The Human Behind the Uniform 
ÖrebroBostäder AB (Sweden)



1st place
The project in 1st place puts the tools for sustainable living and
working into the hands of their residents and staff. Families at
risk of fuel poverty have made small life changes with big
impact on their finances, health and the environment.

By training residents in energy saving techniques and
sustainability along with language improvements, they have
encouraged 50 local people to become active and lead
behavioral change process in their own community. The
programme equips all the volunteers with skills, confidence and
opportunities for employment within the green/energy-saving
sector.



The 1st place goes to… 



You’re a CHAMP!, Poplar Harca (UK)


